
 

           Announcement of Khukhan Police Station 
Subject: Intent to prevent corruption of Khukhan Police Station 

 
  Superintendent of Khukhan Police Station and police officers Let's jointly declare our 
intention to create standards with transparency. Create an organization free from corruption in 
performing duties based on culture Morality in the organization to perform duties by focusing on the 
common interests of people in society Moral personal relationships There is clear communication within 
the department at all levels. To be a guideline for performing duties within the organization. Including 
being a value for an organization or police station Khukhan should be taken as a guideline along with 
the rules Other regulations for creating a clean organization providing services with transparency Be fair 
to the people who receive the service. and improve the operational quality of Khukhan Police Station 
  to achieve such intentions Khukhan Police Station will proceed as follows 
  1. Manage work and perform duties with good governance with a focus on meeting the 
needs ofpeople with accuracy, fairness, transparency and can be checked at every step. 
  2 .  Cultivate consciousness, cultivate values Personnel Attitudes of Khukhan Police 
Station To adhere to the philosophy of sufficiency economy in performing duties and living. 
  3 .  Encourage private organizations and the public sector to participate in activities.and 
receive information and information in conducting activities openly and can participate in many 
channels, whether technology or other forms of participation   
  4 .  Continuously promote and campaign the prevention and suppression of corruption. 
There are serious and severe penalties for corrupt people. as well as to cooperate with relevant 
agencies in the prevention and suppression of corruption. 
  5 .  Promote anti-corruption and watch out for all forms of corruption. There is strict 
surveillance and high penalties are applied to those who commit corruption. and those involved in a 
decisive and fair manner   
  therefore announced for general information 

             This announcement is hereby issued on March 1st , 2023  
 
                   Pclice  Colonel Sirawit Nuamdee 
                                         ( Sirawit Nuamdee ) 
                      Superintendent of Khukhan Police Station 


